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ABSTRACT 

The paper deals with the problem of a heuristic approach to 

possibilistic clustering. The approach is based on the concept 

of allotment among fuzzy clusters. The paper provides the 

description of basic definitions of the heuristic approach to 

possibilistic clustering. A new parameter for algorithms is 

introduced and a new relational algorithm for unknown 

number of fuzzy clusters is proposed. An illustrative example 

of application of the proposed algorithm to Tamura’s portrait 

data set is considered. Preliminary conclusions are 

formulated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Preliminaries 
Clustering is a process aiming at grouping a set of objects into 

classes according to the characteristics of data so that objects 

within a cluster have high mutual similarity while objects in 

different clusters are dissimilar. In fuzzy clustering the data is 

not only partitioned in a number of clusters, but each object is 

assigned a degree of membership for each cluster. 

Heuristic methods, hierarchical methods and objective 

function-based methods are main approaches in fuzzy 

clustering. In objective function-based clustering the 

mathematical model is stated in form of an objective function 

that evaluates the partition of data with respect to the 

membership degrees and the underlying similarity or 

dissimilarity measure. Different assumptions and constraints 

lead to a variety of basic clustering concepts. If the objective 

function is differentiable, necessary conditions for the 

membership degrees and other cluster parameters used in the 

distance or similarity measure can be derived in order to 

optimize the objective function. The resulting equations are 

then alternatively applied in an algorithm to determine the 

data fuzzy partition [1]. 

A possibilistic approach to clustering was proposed by 

Krishnapuram and Keller [2] and the approach can be 

considered as a special case of fuzzy approach to clustering 

because all methods of possibilistic clustering are objective 

function-based methods. On the other hand, constraints in the 

possibilistic approach to clustering are less strong than 

constraints in the fuzzy objective function-based approach to 

clustering and values of the membership function of a 

possibilistic partition can be considered as typicality degrees. 

So, the possibilistic approach to clustering is more general and 

flexible approach to clustering than the fuzzy approach. 

Objective function-based approach in fuzzy clustering is most 

common and widespread approach. However, heuristic 

algorithms of fuzzy clustering display low level of complexity 

and high level of essential clarity. Some heuristic clustering 

algorithms are based on a definition of the cluster concept and 

the aim of these algorithms is cluster detection conform to a 

given definition. Such algorithms are called algorithms of 

direct classification or direct clustering algorithms. 

1.2 A Heuristic Approach to Possibilistic 

Clustering 
A heuristic approach to possibilistic clustering is proposed in 

[3]. The essence of the heuristic approach to possibilistic 

clustering is that the sought clustering structure of the set of 

observations is formed based directly on the formal definition 

of fuzzy cluster and possibilistic memberships are determined 

also directly from the values of the pairwise similarity of 

observations. A concept of the allotment among fuzzy clusters 

is basic concept of the approach and the allotment among 

fuzzy clusters is a special case of the possibilistic partition [2].  

Direct heuristic algorithms of possibilistic clustering can be 

divided into two types: relational versus prototype-based. A 

fuzzy tolerance relation matrix is a matrix of the initial data 

for the direct heuristic relational algorithms of possibilistic 

clustering and a matrix of attributes is a matrix of the initial 

data for the prototype-based algorithms. In particular, the 

group of direct relational heuristic algorithms of possibilistic 

clustering includes 

 D-AFC(c)-algorithm: using the construction of the 

allotment among given number c  of partially separate fuzzy 

clusters; 

 D-PAFC-algorithm: using the construction of the 

principal allotment among an unknown minimal number of at 

least c  fully separate fuzzy clusters; 

 D-AFC-PS(c)-algorithm: using the partially 

supervised construction of the allotment among given number 

c  of partially separate fuzzy clusters. 

On the other hand, the family of direct prototype-based 

heuristic algorithms of possibilistic clustering includes 

 D-AFC-TC-algorithm: using the construction of the 

allotment among an unknown number c  of fully separate 

fuzzy clusters;  

 D-PAFC-TC-algorithm: using the construction of 

the principal allotment among an unknown minimal number 

of at least c  fully separate fuzzy clusters;  

 D-AFC-TC(α)-algorithm: using the construction of 

the allotment among an unknown number c  of fully separate 
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fuzzy clusters with respect to the minimal value   of the 

tolerance threshold.  

The main goal of the paper is proposition of a new relational 

heuristic algorithm of possibilistic clustering based on the 

parameter that controls cluster sizes. So, the contents of this 

paper is as follows: in the second section basic concepts of the 

heuristic approach to possibilistic clustering are considered, in 

the third section a new parameter of clustering is introduced 

and a plan of the new algorithm is described, in the fourth 

section an illustrative example of application of the proposed 

algorithm to Tamura’s portrait data set [4] is given, in the fifth 

section some final remarks are stated. 

2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Basic concepts of the heuristic method of possibilistic 

clustering [3] must be reminded before introducing a new 

parameter of classification and describing a detail plan of a 

new clustering procedure.  

Let },...,{ 1 nxxX   be the initial set of objects. Let T  be a 

fuzzy tolerance on X  and   be  -level value of T , 

]1,0( . Columns or lines of the fuzzy tolerance matrix are 

fuzzy sets },...,{ 1 nAA . Let },...,{ 1 nAA  be fuzzy sets on X

, which are generated by a fuzzy tolerance T . The  -level 

fuzzy set })(|))(,{()(   iAiAi

l xxxA ll , ],1[ nl  is 

fuzzy  -cluster or, simply, fuzzy cluster. So 
ll AA )( , 

]1,0( , },,{ 1 nl AAA   and li  is the membership 

degree of the element Xxi   for some fuzzy cluster 
lA )( , 

]1,0( , ],1[ nl . Value of   is the tolerance threshold 

of fuzzy clusters elements. 

The membership degree of the element Xxi   for some 

fuzzy cluster 
lA )( , ]1,0( , ],1[ nl  can be defined as a 





 


otherwise

Axx l

iiA
li

l

,0
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 ,                 (1) 

where an  -level })(|{   iAi

l xXxA l , ]1,0(  

of a fuzzy set 
lA  is the support of the fuzzy cluster 

lA )( . So, 

condition )( )(

ll ASuppA    is met for each fuzzy cluster 

lA )( , ]1,0( , ],1[ nl . Membership degree can be 

interpreted as a degree of typicality of an element to a fuzzy 

cluster. 

Let T  is a fuzzy tolerance on X , where X  is the set of 

objects, and },...,{ )(

1

)(

nAA   is the family of fuzzy clusters for 

some ]1,0( . The point 
ll

e A  , for which 

li
x

l

e
i

 maxarg , 
l

i Ax  ,                 (2) 

is called a typical point of the fuzzy cluster 
lA )( , ]1,0( , 

],1[ nl . A fuzzy cluster 
lA )(  can have several typical 

points. That is why symbol e  is the index of the typical point. 

Let ]}1,0(,2,,1|{)( )()(  
 ncclAXR l

zc  be a 

family of fuzzy clusters for some value of tolerance threshold 

 , ]1,0( , which are generated by some fuzzy tolerance 

T  on the initial set of elements },...,{ 1 nxxX  . If a 

condition 

0
1




c

l

li , Xxi                    (3) 

is met for all fuzzy clusters )()()( XRA zc

l 
  , cl ,1 , nc 

, then the family is the allotment of elements of the set 

},...,{ 1 nxxX   among fuzzy clusters 

}2,,1,{ )( ncclAl   for some value of the tolerance 

threshold  . It should be noted that several allotments 

)()( XR zс


 can exist for some tolerance threshold  . That is 

why symbol z  is the index of an allotment. 

Allotment ]}1,0(,,1|{)( )(  
 nlAXR l

I  of the set of 

objects among n  fuzzy clusters for some tolerance threshold 

]1,0(  is the initial allotment of the set },...,{ 1 nxxX  . 

In other words, if initial data are represented by a matrix of 

some fuzzy T  then lines or columns of the matrix are fuzzy 

sets XAl  , nl ,1  and  -level fuzzy sets 
lA )( , cl ,1 , 

]1,0(  are fuzzy clusters. These fuzzy clusters constitute 

an initial allotment for some tolerance threshold   and they 

can be considered as clustering components. 

If some allotment },,1|{)( )()( ncclAXR l

zс  


 

corresponds to the formulation of a concrete problem, then 

this allotment is an adequate allotment. In particular, if a 

condition 

)()(
1

XcardAcard
c

l

l 


 , )()( XRA z

l 
  , ]1,0( , 

cXRcard z ))(( 
,                  (4) 

and a condition 

wAAcard ml  )(  , 
ml AA )()( ,  , ml  , ]1,0( ,     (5) 

are met for all fuzzy clusters 
lA )( , cl ,1  of some allotment 

},,1|{)( )()( ncclAXR l

zс  


 for a value ]1,0( , then 

the allotment is the allotment among partially separate fuzzy 

clusters. 

Several adequate allotments can exist. Thus, the problem 

consists in the selection of the unique adequate allotment 

)(XRc


 from the set B  of adequate allotments, 

)}({ )( XRB zc

 , which is the class of possible solutions of 

the concrete classification problem. The selection of the 

unique adequate allotment )(XRc


 from the set 

)}({ )( XRB zc

  of adequate allotments must be made on the 

basis of evaluation of allotments. The criterion 
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where c  is the number of fuzzy clusters in the allotment 

)()( XR zс


 and )( l

l Acardn  , )()()( XRA zc

l 
   is the 

number of elements in the support of the fuzzy cluster 
lA )( , 

can be used for evaluation of allotments. Maximum of 

criterion (6) corresponds to the best allotment of objects 

among c  fuzzy clusters. So, the classification problem can be 

characterized formally as determination of the solution 

)(XRc


 satisfying 

)),((maxarg)( )(
)()(




XRFXR zc

BXR
c

zc 

  .                (7) 

The problem of cluster analysis can be defined in general as 

the problem of discovering the unique allotment )(XRc


, 

resulting from the classification process. 

3. THE D-AFC(u)-ALGORITHM 
Some new parameters for direct relational heuristic algorithms 

of possibilistic clustering were introduced in [4]. In particular, 

an analyst can determine the maximal number u  of elements 

in a fuzzy cluster. If nu 1  is a maximal number of 

elements in a fuzzy cluster, then unl 1 , cl ,1 , where 

)( l

l Acardn  ,  ll ASuppA )(   for each fuzzy cluster 

lA )( , cl ,1 , ]1,0( . So, parameter u  can be considered 

as the parameter that controls cluster sizes. This natural idea 

was developed for the FCM-algorithm by Miyamoto, 

Ichihashi and Honda [5].  

Thus, the classification problem can be formulated as follows: 

detection of an unknown number c  of partially separated 

fuzzy clusters with given maximal number of elements 

nu 1  in every class can be considered as the aim of 

classification. So, the corresponding D-AFC(u)-algorithm for 

detecting the allotment among fuzzy clusters with given 

maximal number of elements u  in every class is an eleven-

step procedure of classification. 

1. Calculate  -level values of the fuzzy tolerance T  

and construct the ordered sequence 

10 10  Z    of  -levels; set 

;0:  

2. Construct the initial allotment 

},1|{)( )( nlAXR l

I  


,   ; 

3. The following condition is checked: 

if for some fuzzy cluster )()( XRA I

l 
  , 

},,1{ nl  ,    the condition nnl   is met 

then set 1:    and go to step 2; 

4. Construct the set U  of possible clustering 

components as follows: 

if for some fuzzy cluster )()( XRA I

l 
  , 

},,1{ nl  ,    the condition unl   is met 

then UAl )(  

else UAl )( ; 

5. The following condition is checked: 

if condition 2)( Ucard  and condition 

)()(
1

XcardAcard
c

l

l 


 , UAl  )( ,    

are not met 

then set 1:    and go to step 2 

else go to step 6; 

6. Set 0:w ; 

7. Check if it is possible to construct allotments 

}|{)( )()()( UAAXR ll

zc  


, nc  , which satisfy 

conditions (4) and (5) for the value   ; 

8. The following condition is checked: 

if allotments )()( XR zc


 satisfying conditions (4) 

and (5) are not constructed  

then set 1:  ww  and go to step 7 

else go to step 9; 

9. Construct the class of possible solutions of the 

classification problem  )()( )( XRuB zс

 ,    for all 

allotments )()( XR zc


 which were obtained on the step 7; 

10. Calculate the value of the criterion (6) for every 

allotment )()()( uBXR zc 
; 

11. The result )(XRc


 of classification is formed as 

follows: 

if for some unique allotment )()()( uBXR zc 
 the 

condition (7) is met  

then the allotment is the result of classification 

)(XRc


 

else  if the condition 1u  is met 

then set 1:  uu  and go to step 7. 

The allotment )(XRc


 among unknown number с  partially 

separate fuzzy clusters with determined sizes and the 

corresponding value of tolerance threshold ]1,0(  are 

results of classification obtained from the D-AFC(u)-

algorithm. 

4. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE  
Let us consider an application of the proposed D-AFC(u)-

algorithm to the classification problem for the following 

illustrative example. The problem of classification of family 

portraits coming from three families was considered by 

Tamura, Higuchi and Tanaka in [6].  

The number of portraits was equal to 16 and the real portrait 

assignment among three classes is presented in Figure 1.  
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Fig 1: Real portraits classification 

The data were originally analyzed in order to identify families 

with the technique of first transforming the matrix of a fuzzy 

tolerance into a matrix of a fuzzy similarity relation and then 

taking an appropriate  -level of the fuzzy similarity relation 

[6].  

The partition proved to be obtained with  -level equal to 

6.0 . The partition identified the following three families 

},,,,{ 1613861

1 xxxxxA  , },,,,{ 1411752

2 xxxxxA   and 

},,,,{ 15121094

3 xxxxxA  . However, person 3x  is not a 

member of any of the three families.  

The subjective similarities assigned to the individual pairs of 

portraits collected in the tabular format are presented in Table 

1. 

Table 1. The matrix of subjective similarities  

T  1x  2x  3x  4x  5x  6x  7x  8x  9x  10x  11x  12x  13x  14x  15x  16x  

1x  1.0                

2x  0.0 1.0               

3x  0.0 0.0 1.0              

4x  0.0 0.0 0.4 1.0             

5x  0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 1.0            

6x  0.5 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 1.0           

7x  0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0          

8x  0.4 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.8 0.0 1.0         

9x  0.0 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.0 1.0        

10x  0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 1.0       

11x  0.0 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.4 0.2 1.0      

12x  0.0 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 1.0     

13x  0.8 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0    

14x  0.0 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.0   

15x  0.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 1.0  

16x  0.6 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.0 1.0 

The D-AFC(c)-algorithm was applied to the matrix of fuzzy 

tolerance for 6,,3u . By executing the D-AFC(u)-

algorithm for 3u  the allotment )(XRc


 among 8c  

partially separated fuzzy clusters was obtained and the result 

obtained for the tolerance threshold 0.6 . The fourth 

portrait belongs to fourth and eighth fuzzy clusters. A matrix 

of memberships for eight fuzzy clusters is presented in Table 

2.  
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Table 2. The matrix of memberships for eight partially separated fuzzy clusters 

Number  

of fuzzy cluster 

Objects 

1x  2x  3x  4x  5x  6x  7x  8x  9x  10x  11x  12x  13x  14x  15x  16x  

1 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 

4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 

7 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 

 

After application of D-AFC(u)-algorithm to the matrix of 

fuzzy tolerance for 4u  the allotment )(XRc


 among 

7c  partially separated fuzzy clusters was obtained for the 

tolerance threshold 0.6 .  

The twelfth portrait belongs to second and fifth fuzzy clusters. 

A matrix of memberships for seven fuzzy clusters is presented 

in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. The matrix of memberships for seven partially separated fuzzy clusters 

Number  

of fuzzy cluster 

Objects 

1x  2x  3x  4x  5x  6x  7x  8x  9x  10x  11x  12x  13x  14x  15x  16x  

1 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 

3 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 

5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 

7 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

By executing the D-AFC(u)-algorithm for 5u , the 

allotment )(XRc


 among 4c  partially separated fuzzy 

clusters which corresponds to the result, is obtained for the 

tolerance threshold 0.4 .  

The fourth portrait belongs to second and fourth fuzzy 

clusters. A matrix of memberships for four fuzzy clusters is 

presented in Table 4.  

 

Table 4. The matrix of memberships for four partially separated fuzzy clusters 

Number  

of fuzzy cluster 

Objects 

1x  2x  3x  4x  5x  6x  7x  8x  9x  10x  11x  12x  13x  14x  15x  16x  

1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.8 

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 

4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 

 

By executing the D-AFC(u)-algorithm for 6u , the 

allotment )(XRc


 among 4c  fully separated fuzzy 

clusters which corresponds to the result, is obtained for the 

tolerance threshold 0.4 . A matrix of memberships for 

four fuzzy clusters is presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5. The matrix of memberships for four fully separated fuzzy clusters 

Number  

of fuzzy cluster 

Objects 

1x  2x  3x  4x  5x  6x  7x  8x  9x  10x  11x  12x  13x  14x  15x  16x  

1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.8 

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 

4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 

 

It should be note, that the allotment )(XRc


 among four 

partially separated fuzzy clusters obtained from the D-

AFC(u)-algorithm for 5u  is differ from the allotment 

)(XRc


 among four fully separated fuzzy clusters obtained 

from the D-AFC(u)-algorithm for 6u . On the other hand, 

the allotment )(XRc


 among four fully separated fuzzy 

clusters obtained from the D-AFC(u)-algorithm for 6u  is 

equal to the principal allotment )(4.0 XRP


 among four fully 

separated fuzzy clusters which was obtained from the D-

PAFC-algorithm [3]. Membership functions of four fuzzy 

clusters obtained by using the D-AFC(u)-algorithm for 6u  

and the D-PAFC-algorithm are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig 2: Membership functions of four 

fully separated fuzzy clusters 

So, by executing the D-AFC(u)-algorithm for 6u , the 

following result is obtained: the first class is composed of 5 

elements, all belonging to Family 1; the second class contains 

2 elements, all from Family 3; the third class is formed by 6 

elements, where five elements correspond to Family 2 and one 

element corresponds to Family 3, and the fourth class consists 

of 3 elements, all belonging to Family 3. The sixth object is 

the typical point of the first class, the tenth object is the 

typical point of the second class, the second object is the 

typical point of the third class and the fifteen object is the 

typical point of the fourth class. 

So, the union of the third and fourth classes is the class, which 

corresponds to Family 3 and there is one mistake of 

classification. The ninth element of the set of objects is the 

misclassified object. Membership functions of four classes are 

presented in Figure 2, where membership values of the first 

class are represented by ○, membership values of the second 

class are represented by , membership values of the third 

class are represented by ■, and membership values of the 

fourth class are represented by  . 

The result, obtained by using the D-AFC(u)-algorithm for 

6u  seems to be more appropriate, than results obtained for 

}5,,3{ u  and the result seems to be satisfactory. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS  
The new direct relational heuristic D-AFC(u)-algorithm of 

possibilistic clustering is proposed in the paper. The D-

AFC(u)-algorithm is based on the parameter u  that controls 

cluster sizes, in other words, cluster volumes. The criterion (6) 

does not depends directly on the parameter u . The class of 

possible solutions of the classification problem depends on the 

value of parameter u  in a concrete case and a unique 

allotment must be selected from the class on the basis of the 

criterion (6) for every allotment from the class. So, the 

number of fuzzy clusters in the sought allotment )(XRc


 

will be determined automatically.  

On the other hand, the number of clusters c  in the sought 

fuzzy partition is the parameter for the fuzzy c -means with a 

variable controlling cluster sizes which is considered by 

Miyamoto, Ichihashi and Honda [5]. So, the proposed D-

AFC(u)-algorithm has the advantage over the corresponding 

FCMA-algorithm [5]. 

It should be noted that all direct relational heuristic algorithms 

of possibilistic clustering can be applied for classification the 

interval-valued data and the three-way data [3]. Moreover, the 

Mamdani-type fuzzy inference system can be generated on the 

basis of the clustering results in corresponding cases [7], [8], 

[9]. That is why the proposed D-AFC(u)-algorithm can be 

applied to designing fuzzy inference systems for 

corresponding cases of the training data set. 

These perspectives for investigations are of great interest both 

from the theoretical point of view and from the practical one 

as well. 
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